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Sources and channels of propagation of systemic risk

Solvency risks:
Common exposures to correlated risky assets
Balance-sheet contagion through counterparty risk
Liquidity risks:
Loss of short term funding and rollover risk
Destabilizing feedback mechanisms and endogenous risk:
Fire sales and price mediated contagion
”Loss of confidence”

Introduction: Motivation and data

Direct vs indirect contagion
Modeling of contagion and systemic risk in the financial
system has focused on direction contagion through
balance-sheet interlinkages. In these models, the main triggers
of contagion are default and counterparty risk and the
network of counterparty liabilities and funding relations plays
a key role.
Such network models focus on contagion across financial
institutions, but do not have much to say about contagion of
losses across asset classes.
Balance-sheet contagion, either through counterparty risk or
funding relations, cannot explain the magnitude and breadth
of contagion, across sectors, countries and asset classes,
observed in the crisis of 2007-2008.
The extent of contagion in 2008 went much beyond the
network of counparties, and the magnitude of losses much
exceeeded that of interbank exposures, which are typically in
the range of 20% of total assets for most bank.
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Fire sales and price-mediated contagion
Market stress can lead institutional investors to unwind
positions, in order to satisfy constraints on capital
requirements, leverage, liquidity ratios or investor redemption
(Shleifer 2010, Coval & Sta↵ord 2007, Ellul et al 2011).
Recent studies (Greenwood et al 2013, Eisenbach et al 2014)
point to fire sales as a key contagion channel during the crisis.
’Fire sales’ in a stress scenario, as opposed to portfolio
rebalancing in normal times, are not orderly and may entail
sizeable market impact, which in turn can move prices and
generate more deleveraging by the same or other institutions,
generating a destabilizing feedback loop.
These phenomena increase in magnitude during a crisis or
following a sudden drop in asset values.

An example of asset sales triggered by capital/ leverage
requirements (Cont & Wagalath, 2012)
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Fire sales generated by portfolio constraints
Market stress can lead institutional investors to unwind
positions, due to capital requirements, liquidity ratios or
investor redemption (Coval & Sta↵ord 2007, Ellul et al 2011).
Regulated financial institutions have limits on capital
requirements may be forced to engage in fire sales/ rapid
liquidation of part of their portfolio during a crisis in order to
fulfill capital requirements.
Other financial institutions (mutual funds, hedge funds) may
engage in fire sales to
-raise liquidity during a crisis situation (when facing margin
calls, etc)
-redeem investors funds as investors attempt to exit their
positions during a crisis or following a large loss in the fund
Both phenomena increase in magnitude during a crisis or
following a sudden loss in asset values.
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Fire sales and price mediated contagion

This leads to price-mediated contagion which, unlike
balance sheet contagion, a↵ects all institutions holding the
asset subject to a fire sale.
Price-mediated contagion due to fire sales leads to an
externality which cannot be quantified at the level of a single
portfolio: need for global risk indicators and macroprudential
tools.
Regulatory constraints on portfolios -leverage ratios, capital
ratios, liquidity ratios- play a role in the triggering of fire sales.
Unlike direct contagion mechanisms (through counterparty
risk or funding channels), price-mediated contagion due to fire
sales defies ’institutional ring-fencing’ barriers.
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Questions
How can one quantify system-wide exposure to fire sales?
How does the magnitude of price-mediated contagion depend
on characteristics of institutional portfolios (holdings,
leverage, capital,...)?
What factors determine the relative contributions of
endogenous risk due to price impact of fire sales
contagion across portfolios
contagion across asset classes

to the overall magnitude of losses generated by fire sales?
What does this imply for the risk exposure of an individual
institution?
How can regulators mitigate this channel of contagion?
We propose a stylized model of fire sales in a multi-asset,
multi-portfolio setting which can give quantitative responses to
these questions, and apply the model to portfolio holding data for
European banks from EBA stress tests.
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Feedback and contagion from fire sales
1

Shocks to illiquid assets in portfolios are transmitted via fire
sales to liquid assets. Amplification due to leverage.

2

This generates losses in other portfolios with overlapping asset
positions and may result in another round of deleveraging.
Amplification due to overlaps across portfolios

Shock to asset values
*

Portfolio constraints

)

Market impact

*

Deleveraging of
overlapping portfolios

Deleveraging
+
Market impact
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(

+

Correlated losses
in liquid assets
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Key findings
Non-linearity: due to the threshold nature of deleveraging,
the response to an external shock is a non-linear, convex
function of initial losses in asset value ! multiplier e↵ect. In
particular, this is di↵erent from ’leverage targeting’ which
leads to a linear response.
Fire sales in a multi-asset setting leads to contagion of
losses across asset classes: even if initial shock hits only a
single asset class, other asset classes can be subject to fire
sales through deleveraging of diversified portfolios.
Price-mediated contagion results in indirect exposures; an
institution may have exposure to shocks on an asset class it
does not actually hold!
Liquidity weighted overlaps of institutional asset holdings
quantify magnitude of spillover e↵ects.
Regulatory risk weights may be used as a macroprudential
tool to dampen fire sales risk without revealing confidential
information on institutional portfolio holdings.
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Relation to literature
Shleifer & Vishny (1991) Kyle & Xiong, Brunnermeier &
Pedersen (2005) study endogenous risk generated by fire sales
on price levels in the case of a single portfolio and a single
asset.
Adrian & Shin (2012) study macro-level endogenous risk due
to deleveraging of a representative portfolio in a single-asset
framework.
Danielsson, Shin & Zigrand (2012): endogenous risk from
rebalacing under risk constraints.
Cont & Wagalath (2013): continuous-time model of
endogenous risk and spillover e↵ects from fire sales across
multiple assets and multiple portfolios.
Greenwood et al. (2013), Duarte & Eisenbach (2014) study
the magnitude of fire sale risk in a linear model of leverage
targeting using bank holding data.
Caccioli et al. (2013) Bookstaber et al. (2014) Minca &
Braverman (2014)
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Step 0: Initial state
J leveraged institutions;
N classes of liquid assets: ⇧ji0 is the
number of shares in asset i held by j;

I0j
Debt

LiquidPassets value is
ji i
Lj0 = N
i=1 ⇧0 S0 ;
Illiquid holdings I0j ;

Core Tier 1 capital C0j ;

Lj0

The initial leverage is

C0j

j
0

=

I0j + Lj0
C0j

Leverage constraint:


max

max
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Step 1: External shock
The illiquid assets undergo a loss of ✏%
Impulse response analysis of the system to
an arbitrary external shock;
Shock

Scenario can be a regulatory stress test
with joint shocks to several asset classes;

I1j
Debt

Lj0

Shock

C1j

Deleveraging occurs when
j
1

=

Lj0 + I0j (1

() ✏ >

C0j ✏I0j
C0j ( max
I0j ( max

✏)

>
j
0)

1)

max

= ✏⇤j .

Deleveraging is asymmetric wrt loss vs
gain 6= ’leverage targeting’.
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Critical shock size

Step 2 deleveraging of Inst. 2 for overlap = 0.75
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measures an individual
bank’s (direct) vulnerability to a given stress
scenario
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Step 2: Deleveraging
A
If ✏ > ✏⇤j , the institution deleverages liquid
holdings to comply with leverage
constraint  max . Various schemes are
possible:

I1j
Fire sale

Debt

Proportional deleveraging: liquidate
proportion 1j of holdings such that
(1

Lj2

Delever.

C1j

j
1 (✏)

j
j
1 )L0
C0j

= max

(

+ I0j (1

I0j (

✏)

✏I0j
max
Lj0

1)

=

✏

max .

✏⇤j

+

)

,1 .

Sequential liquidation: liquidate most
liquid assets first, then 2nd most liquid,...
etc.
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Step 2: Deleveraging
Aggregate volume of sales in asset i trigerred by shock :
Q0i (✏)

=

J
X
j=1

⇧ji0

I0j (

max
Lj0

1)

✏

✏⇤j

+

.

This response function is linear only if all portfolios have identical
holdings in illiquid assets, same level of capital and same leverage.
Otherwise the aggregate response function is non-linear and
Threshold based: no fire sales for small shocks  min(✏⇤j ).
Convex: higher multiplier for larger shocks;

This is quite di↵erent from the linear response function implied by
’leverage targeting’ models (Greenwood et al 2013, Eisenbach et al
2014, Danielsson et al).
Linear models of fire sales overestimate the response to small
shocks but underestimate e↵ect of large shocks;
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Amplitude of deleveraging in response to a market
shock
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Figure: Estimated volume of fire sales in EU bank portfolios under Basel
3 leverage limits in response to a shock on Portugese mortgages.

Endogenous risk and contagion through fire-sales
A model for endogenous risk from fire sales

The threshold nature of fire-sales
Volume of
Xi (✏) as aP
function of shock level ✏
PJliquidations
j
j
Xi (✏) = j=1 (✏)Li = (✓⇤ 1) Jj=1 ⇡ij Ii max(✏ ✏⇤j , 0)
is convex: sensitivity/slope to shock increases with shock
magnitude ) multiplier e↵ect.

This is the case as soon as there is heterogeneity (in leverage,
size) across portfolios.
Consequence: deleveraging does not occur gradually as
suggested by a linear deleveraging model, but rather in bursts
of fire sales, as observed during crisis periods.
This is due to the threshold nonlinearity, inherent in portfolio
constraints based on (capital, liquidity, leverage) ratios. In
fact, any convex function can be represented as a
superposition of functions x ! max(x ✏, 0)
Rama CONT

Fire sales, endogenous risk and price-mediated contagion
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Step 3: Mark to market losses and feedback e↵ects
Fire sales impact market prices: for ex. linear price yields
✓
◆
Q0i (✏)
i
i
S1 = S0 1
,
i

where

i

is the market depth (price elasticity) of asset i;

This gives a mark to market loss
Loss1j

=

N
X

⇧ji1

i

S =

i=1

where ⇧ji1 = (1

N
X
i=1

j
ji
0 )⇧0

⇧ji1

J
S0i X
i

k=1

⇧ki
0

I0k (

max
Lk0

1)

(✏

is the delevered portfolio.

) endogenous risk through feedback and contagion across
portfolios;

✏⇤k )+ .
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Contagion to other portfolios

I1j

Losses in asset prices generated losses
across other portfolios, which in turn may
lead to deleveraging.
Debt

Fire sale

Lj4

Delever.

Magnitude of this spillover e↵ect is
proportional to liquidity-weighted
overlap (Cont & Wagalath (2013)):

C3j

!jk =

N
X
i=1

i = depth of the market for asset i,
⇧ji0 = holding of portfolio j in asset i

⇧ji0 ⇧ki
0

S0i
i

;
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Shock

I0j
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C0j

(a) Initial

I1j
MtM loss

I1j

I1j

Debt

Shock

C1j
(b) Shock

I1j

Debt

Fire sale

Lj3

Fire sale

Lj2

Debt

Delever.

C1j

(c) Deleveraging

I1j

Debt

MtM loss
MtM loss

C3j

(d) Contagion

Lj4

Delever.

C3j

(e) Deleveraging

Lj5

C5j

(f) Contagion
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The concept of ”indirect exposure”
Exposure of a portfolio to an asset class is usually measured by the
notional size of holdings in that asset class.
Price-mediated contagion leads to e↵ective exposures 6=
exposures implied by asset holdings.
Example: 2 banks, 2 liquid assets, 1 illiquid asset.
Bank 1 exposed to illiquid asset, not Bank 2.
Holdings in liquid assets given by
✓
◆
1 0.5
0.5
⇧=
,  2 [0, 1] ;
0.5
1 0.5
Initial shock is applied to the illiquid asset;
Apparent exposure of bank 2 to the illiquid asset is 0;
Diversification is parametrized by .
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Apparent versus e↵ective exposure
Institution 2 will start deleveraging if
2

>

max

()

L20 + loss12
>
C02 + loss12

max .

This occurs if the initial shock ✏ to the illiquid asset satisfies
✏>

( max C02
(( max )2

L20 )L10
+ ✏⇤1 = e
✏2 ,
1)I01 !

i
P
1i S0
where ! = 2i=1 ⇧2i
0 ⇧0 i is the liquidity weighted overlap of the
portfolios.
Thus: even though Bank 2 does not hold the illiquid asset, a shock
to this asset class generates losses in Bank 2’s portfolio and can
even lead to deleveraging of Bank 2!
So: an institution may be indirectly exposed to an asset class it
does not actually hold... through price-mediated contagion.

Direct'vs'indirect'exposures:''EU'banks'
'

Loss'per'Euro'of'holding'in'Spanish'mortgages,'as'a'func>on'of'
%'loss'in'Spanish'mortgages'

Loss'mul>plier:''EU'banks'
'

Ra>o'of'eﬀec>ve'exposure'to'no>onal'expoure'to'Spanish'
mortgages,'as'a'func>on'of'%'loss'in'Spanish'mortgages'
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Apparent vs e↵ective exposures: European banks
Measure
(a.1) Mean apparent exposure
(a.2) Mean apparent exposure ( inst. with I0i > 0)
(a.3) Mean apparent exposure ( inst. with ✏jap > 1)
(a.4) Mean apparent exposure ( inst. with I0i = 0)
(e.1) Mean e↵ective exposure
(e.2) Mean e↵ective exposure ( inst. with I j > 0)
(e.3) Mean e↵ective exposure ( inst. with ✏jap > 1)
(e.4) Mean e↵ective exposure ( inst. with I0i = 0)
Ratio (e.1) / (a.1)
Ratio (e.2) / (a.2)
Ratio (e.3) / (e.3)

M EUR
8’301.2
12’451.7
137.2
0
10’421.0
15’631.5
1’576.6
0
1.255
1.255
11.49

Table: Apparent vs e↵ective exposures of European Banks to Spanish
housing market. On avergae: e↵ective exposure is seven times the
apparent exposure, and the ratio can go up to 27.
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This has important implications for risk management:
An institution with no holdings in an asset class can actually
have a considerable e↵ective exposure once price-mediated
contagion through overlapping portfolios is taken into account;
More generally, the e↵ective exposure to an asset class can be
quite di↵erent from the apparent exposure given by the
holdings.
In particular, in a system prone to price-mediated contagion
e↵ects, the risk of a portfolio cannot be inferred from the
portfolio holdings alone but is conditional on the
configuration of other portfolios!
This exposure can only be uncovered either ex-post or by a
regulator/observer with access to holding data by asset class.
Regulator can disseminate some information on exposure to
such ’crowded trades’ by publishing the results of ”fire sales
stress tests”: the results of such stress tests provide financial
institutions with information on their indirect exposures to risk
factors.
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Diversification: beneficial or factor of contagion?
Step 2 deleveraging of Inst. 2 for overlap = 0.75
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Figure: A phase transition occurs between beneficial diversification and
detrimental overlap along the critical exposure/shock-size curve.
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Diversification: beneficial or factor of contagion?
Impact of diversification on system-wide losses is non-monotone:
For small initial shock sizes, diversification is beneficial:
if losses in the first round of deleveraging are not large enough
to generate further deleveraging, the dominant mechanism for
losses is the endogenous risk due to deleveraging.
Feedback dominates contagion and diversification is beneficial
since it decreases concentration, the main contributor to
losses.
For large initial shocks, diversification increases
contagion across asset classes: losses from initial
deleveraging are large enough to generate further deleveraging
across other portfolios.
Contagion becomes the dominant source of loss and
diversification amplifies losses by increasing overlaps across
portfolios.
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Contagion from fire sales: diversification vs diversity
Consider a market where institutional portfolios are benchmarkes
with respect to an index with normalized weights I . Then portfolio
holdings can be modeled in terms of their deviations ✏j from the
benchmark
j
= j I + ✏ j
where j = notional invested by fund j in the index, and ✏j its
deviation from index allocation (cross sectional diversity of
strategies). Then the overlaps are given by
<

j
1 k
t, ⇤

>= j k < I , ⇤

1

I >

so the magnitude of spillover will be proportional to the notional
invested in the index.
Fire-sales risk is maximized when all investors align their strategies
(no diversity), even though the index may be maximally diversified.

Statistical risk models
Liquidation value vs ’market value’
Liquidation value
”Event risk” and feedback e↵ects on price dynamics
Conclusions

The LTCM e↵ect
Di↵usion limit
Endogenous risk

When diversification increases (systemic) risk
An important consequence is that the existence of large funds
which diversify across several (previously unrelated, ’uncorrelated’)
asset classes leads to
an increase in overall correlation across asset classes in
liquidation scenarios
strong couplings/correlations in deleveraging scenarios,
whereas historical MTM changes may have had zero or
negative correlation
and thus, an increase in the risk of portfolios of other
investors holding these assets!
All these e↵ects are amplified by a liquidity dry-up
This approach naturally leads to quantify crowding risk, a notion
absent in current statistical risk models
Rama CONT

Taming the Black Swan

Liquidity and market impact
A model for endogenous risk from fire sales

Di↵usion limit: endogenous correlation
Spillover e↵ects
Forensic analysis of fire sale episodes
Conclusion

Monitoring contagion from fire sales
These results suggest that for monitoring exposure to fire sale
contagion one should monitor the distribution of liquidity-weighted
portfolio overlaps:
< ⇡t , ⇤ 1 t >
In particular, ’portfolio crowding’= concentration of notionals
along a given direction in portfolio space serves as a signal of
increase in the potential for systemic risk due to fire sales.
This can be done concretely by performing a PCA on portfolio
dollar holdings of institutional investors one considers to be
susceptible to fire sale risk: the eigenvector with the highest
eigenvalue corresponds to the portfolio which is the primary factor
to be considered in a macro-fire sale scenario
Rama CONT

Endogenous correlation: institutional investors and the dependenc
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Figure: Principal Component Analysis of European bank portfolios (EBA
data, 2013).
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Diversification vs diversity, and the regulators paradox
Diversification through benchmark portfolios (indices), as observed
in institutional investor holdings, leads to a competition between
diversification and diversity (Beale et al, 2011)
Diversification of portfolios through benchmark reduces
concentration in a given asset class, thus reducing price
impact of fire sales in the deleveraging phase.
However, diversification through benchmarks increases
portfolio overlaps and thus increases the magnitude of
contagion through fire sales.
This results in a non-monotonic e↵ect of diversification on
systemic losses.
From this perspective: assets held by non-benchmarked alternative
investment vehicles (hedge funds) can act as a stabilizing bu↵er
during a fire sales episode if holdings are uncorrelated with other
large institutional investors.
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First and second round fire sales
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Figure: Second round deleveraging in a stress test of EU banks:
institutions that were initially unexposed to an asset can have a
significant e↵ective exposure that triggers a deleveraging in the second
round.
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Application: stress test of EU banking system
Data: European bank balance sheets (EBA 2013):
Equity: Tier 1 capital;
Illiquid holdings:
Residential mortgages (Spain);
Commercial real estate (Spain);

Liquid holdings (by country):
Corporate exposures;
Institutional clients’ exposure;
Retail: Revolving;
Retail: SME;
Retail: other;
Sovereign exposures in derivatives and the trading book;

Other holdings:
Residential mortgages (other countries);
Commercial real estate (other countries);

Systemic stress testing with fire sales

Stress-test of the EU Banking system

Distribution of leverage in the European banking system
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(g) The scaled balance sheets at (h) Distribution of leverage:
the onset of the simulation.
Original system and scaled model.

Systemic stress testing with fire sales
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observed;
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Apparent vs e↵ective exposures: European banks
Measure
(a.1) Mean apparent exposure
(a.2) Mean apparent exposure ( inst. with I0i > 0)
(a.3) Mean apparent exposure ( inst. with ✏jap > 1)
(a.4) Mean apparent exposure ( inst. with I0i = 0)
(e.1) Mean e↵ective exposure
(e.2) Mean e↵ective exposure ( inst. with I j > 0)
(e.3) Mean e↵ective exposure ( inst. with ✏jap > 1)
(e.4) Mean e↵ective exposure ( inst. with I0i = 0)
Ratio (e.1) / (a.1)
Ratio (e.2) / (a.2)
Ratio (e.3) / (e.3)

M EUR
8’301.2
12’451.7
137.2
0
10’421.0
15’631.5
1’576.6
0
1.255
1.255
11.49

Table: Apparent vs e↵ective exposures of European Banks to Spanish
housing market. On avergae: e↵ective exposure is seven times the
apparent exposure, and the ratio can go up to 27.
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Mitigating fire sale risk: Risk weights as a macroprudential tool

Mitigating fire sale risk: Risk weights as a
macroprudential tool
Capital requirements are currently computed as % of risk-weighted
assets
X
RWA(k) =
⇧ki Si ⇢i
i

where i are regulatory risk weights attached to asset classes.
Capital requirement is then computed as % of RWA.
⇢i are usually fixed to reflect the ’riskyness’ of the asset class.
OBSERVATION: whereas capital ratios are characteristic of
institutions/portfolios, risk weights provide a regulatory tool to
target an ASSET CLASS
IDEA: modulate risk weights to reflect systemic risk carried by fire
sales risk carried by each asset class ! penalize holdings in assets
where large-scale cross-sectional concentration in portfolios is
observed.

Mitigating fire sale risk: Risk weights as a macroprudential tool

Total additional capital (TAC ) to be raised across J banks
TAC =

J
X

Kj.

j=1

Capital ratio of institution j is given by
✓0j =

RWAj0
C0j

,

where the risk weighted assets are a weighted sum of the total
assets (TA):
N
X
RWAj0 =
⇢i0 ⇧ji0 S0i .
i=1

Mitigating fire sale risk: Risk weights as a macroprudential tool

Capital requirement schemes: comparative statics

We compare the magnitude of system-wide losses across various
capital requirement schemes with the same portfolio holdings:
uniform increase in capital ratio for all banks = uniform
increase in risk weights for all asset classes
cap on leverage for all banks
Targeted risk weights: regulators increase risk weight of
asset class i proportionally to its contribution to system-wide
losses across a fixed set of stress scenarios (’calibration set’).
In each configuration we compute the magnitude of losses due to
fire sale externalities in a stress scenario which is not part of the
calibration set.

Mitigating fire sale risk: Risk weights as a macroprudential tool

Targeted risk weights

Idea: increase the risk weight of an asset class proportionally to its
contribution to total (system-wide) loss:
RWAj+ =

X

(⇢i0 + ⌘⇢i+ ) ⇧ji0 S0i = RWAj0 +

RWAj ,

i=1

where ⌘ is a scaling factor and ⇢i+ is the macroprudential risk
weight surcharge for asset class i, fixed proportionally to to its
contribution to system-wide losses across a fixed set of stress
scenarios Sk :
X
⇢i+ = c
Loss i (Sk )
k

where c > 0 is a normalization constant.

Mitigating fire sale risk: Risk weights as a macroprudential tool

Application of this procedure to the EBA data in our model:
Calibrate risk weights on 3 di↵erent scenarios:
Northern Europe housing bubble bursts;
Eastern European corporate default rates surge;
Southern Europe sovereign debt write down;

Compare performance of di↵erent allocation schemes on a
counter-factual scenario of a Southern European housing
market collapse.
Test scenario is not part of the scenarios used for calibration.

Mitigating fire sale risk: Risk weights as a macroprudential tool
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Figure: Comparison of di↵erent capital requirement schemes.

Conclusion

Conclusions
In presence of heterogeneous portfolios, fire sales generate a
non-linear feedback loop whose marginal response to an
external shock increases with shock size.
Linear models of fire sales overestimate the e↵ect for small
shocks but underestimate it for large shocks.
Even a localized shock on a single asset class can lead to
widespread losses across many asset classes and institutions.
Price-mediated contagion results in indirect exposure of an
institution to an asset class 6= apparent notional exposure.
Liquidity weighted overlaps of institutional asset holdings
quantify magnitude of spillover e↵ects.

Risk weight surcharge calibrated on a set of stress scenarios
may be used as a macroprudential tool to dampen fire sales
risk without revealing confidential information on institutional
portfolio holdings.

Liquidity and market impact
A model for endogenous risk from fire sales

Di↵usion limit: endogenous correlation
Spillover e↵ects
Forensic analysis of fire sale episodes
Conclusion
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